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Weekly Notes 
Aid in One Packet 

THE aid climate has improved. The 
Consortium has pledged $ 1028 

inn for the fourth year of the Plan, 
Of this amount, US has offered $435 
mn, other member countries $348 mn 
asd the Wor ld Bank/ IDA the remain
ing $245 mn. The total amount 
pledged is roughly the same as last 
year, but there are some marked dif
ferences. The entire requirments of 
the year have been met at one meet
ing instead of being given grudgingly 
in stalments as was done last year. 
The terms are easier and about one-
half of the aid is not tied to projects. 
The US has contributed more than 
the other member countries and, besi
des, the Congress has authorised a 
fresh contribution of $ 312 mn to I D A , 
thereby enabling it to continue in 
business and to help India which is 
its largest borrower. 

It w i l l take time for the credits to 
become operative. But the amount 
pledged and the more sympathetic at
mosphere in which it has been pledged 
are assuring. They reflect appreciation 
of the efforts that have been made at 
this end to recast policies and to im
prove the export performance. The 
donors have been gratified by what 
is described as the Government's more 
pragmatic approach to problems of 
pricing of essential commodities, the 
rationalisation of import and licensing 
procedures which is in hand and, not 
the least, the opening of the doors a 
l i t t le wider to private foreign capital. 
Which goes to show that the T T K 
Budget has been received more fa
vourably abroad than at home. 

A far reaching liberalisation of im
ports is, nevertheless, s t i l l -ruled out. 
The servicing liabilities which fall due 
this year are larger than last year's 
and there is no assurance that the 
buoyancy in exports w i l l continue. 

Why Are Shares Depressed ? 
A Correspondent writes: 

WH I L E it is perfectly true that eco
nomic growth in the country is 

not l inked to the gyrations of the 
stock market, it cannot be denied that 
business confidence is very much aff
ected by its behaviour. The present 
state of the exchange is causing con
cern in more than one quarter; from 
small brokers who may have to close 
shop if the market does not pick up 

to the Finance Minister who is con
vinced that "bears are hammering 
down the market", there is a general 
worry that unless something is done 
the business world is l ikely to face a 
crisis in October or November. 

Yet so far the market has defied 
analysis; the causes attributed by old 
hands vary from the Finance Minis
ter's indictment that it is part of a 
gigantic manipulation by big business, 
to the belief of stock exchange officials 
that the margins are too high and 
controls are too vigorous for adequate 
free play in the market. The trouble 
w i t h both these typotheses is that 
they fail to explain why investors are 
keeping away from the market. As 
excessive concern wi th the behaviour 
of speculators is the kind of dange
rous mistake that old hands from the 
Finance Minister to stock exchange 
pudits are more than liable to make. 

That speculators are manipulating 
the market does not seem to make 
sense; manipulation is a glib expres
sion used by those who disapprove of 
the exchange to explain any behaviour 
that they do not understand. Why 
should bears manipulate at this stage? 
The normal reasons are to force the 
investor to sell out so that they can 
make a k i l l ing by cheap purchases. 
The way the usual bear manipulation 
takes place is as follows: Suppose a 
bear wishes to buy a particular stock 
in large quantities he opens the mar
ket by a sale thus depressing that 
stock, at the same time hoping that 
a series of investors and small specu
lators w i l l follow his lead, then as 
soon as the stock is sufficiently de
pressed, he cuts the market by pur
chasing at lower levels. The essential 
point in the manoeuvre is that others 
must follow him so that he is able to 
purchase at lower levels. Now suppose 
—as is the case today—the investor 
makes no move at al l , he neither sells 
nor buys; the bear is left stranded and 
the manipulation is a total failure. 

The fact is that a speculator is on*y 
successful when there are investors in 
the market. The base of any market 
is not the speculator but the investor, 
the speculator can operate only when 
the market is moving. When T T K 
therefore complains of manipulation by 
bears he is assuming that investors are 
in the market, but the assumption just 
does not seem to hold, One of the 

best indicators that the investor is not 
in the market is that most new issues 
are taken up almost entirely by the 
underwriters. Companies wi th excellent 
reputations have found that the mar
ket has absorbed less than 20 per cent 
while the underwriters have been 
forced to take up over 70 per cent 
of the stock. The root cause of the 
market depression therefore seems to 
be the unwillingness of the investor to 
enter the corporate sector. 

Real Estate: the Magnet 
TO those who remember the bears 

of 1960 this is the startling feature. 
One explanation that is offered is the 
non-availability of money in the hands 
of the investing public but this expla
nation could be considered plausible if 
all other markets were equally de
pressed, and that is obviously not the 
case. Money continues to chase goods, 
urban property goes skyrocketing, and 
the inflationary pressure on the eco
nomy is unabated. Would we, there
fore, be right in making the much 
more startling and very serious pro
position that investors do have money 
but that they are switching away from 
the corporate and therefore the indus
trial sector of the country? 

Prima facie at least a whole series 
of events seems to bear out this 
theory. One phenomenon is particu
larly relevant in Bombay: the specta
cular real estate boom that is on at 
the moment is obviously taking away 
a part of the investment that should 
come to the corporate and industrial 
sector; in some cases land prices have 
doubled themselves wi th in one year 
and a steady 30 per cent appreciation 
has become a natural phenomenon 
over the last two years. Ownership 
flats are also sharing in this boom; 
two and three bedroom flats in the 
smarter areas of Bombay are quoted 
at 70 and 80 rupees per square foot 
and some of the new houses are be
ing offered on a freehold basis at as 
much as Rs. 100 per square foot! The 
Finance Minister's differential tax on 
capital gains on urban property has 
done nothing to restrain the over
whelming pressures on land prices as 
most landowners have merely switched 
from selling to leasing at spectacular 
rates. The Government of Maharashtra 
itself has jo ined in this gay venture; 
land which it leased at Rs 600 per 
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offered to the public at a minimum of 
Rs 1,600 and the last agreement was 
concluded at Rs 2,600 per square yard. 
That individuals, corporations, and in 
stitutions are wi l l ing and able to pay 
those prices clearly indicates not a 
shortage of money, but an excess of i t . 

Nor is the profitability of industries 
contrary to this phenomenon. Most 
industries are set up in the corporate 
sector. As the corporate tax is 50 per 
cent, the investor looking to his net 
return would want the corporate sector 
to earn at least twice as much before 
investing. Today the money market 
is so tight that it is comparatively easy 
to obtain a rate of 7 to 9 per cent for 
just depositing money with good 
reliable parties for short-term. There
fore to give an equivalent return a 
company would have to earn at least 
20 per cent of its market value as 
reflected by share prices. Most stocks 
yield between 4 to 9 per cent on 
current prices and this is acceptable 
so long as there is hope of capital 
appreciation. But the present state of 
the market certainly indicates a dul l 
ness which leaves no hope of apprecia
tion. Old investors are reluctant to 
pull out as they would prefer to wait 
and see. New investors, however, arc 
not prepared to go in as they are able 
to use their capital better elsewhere. 

The real estate business is very 
much a case in point. Here not only 
is there a steady net return which 
varies from 12 to 20 per cent but the 
appreciation is so high that it more 
than compensates for any possible fall 
in the return. 

It would be rash, however, to sug 
gest at this stage a remedy to the 
present flight of capital. More analysis 
is required before arriving at any 
conclusion. Obviously, however, if 
there is any t ruth in this belief, the 
cure would have to be in two direc
tions; first, reducing the profitability 
of other markets and second, increas 
ing the profitability of stocks and 
shares. It is high time the Finance 
Minister turned his thought in these 
directions instead of admonishing the 
stock exchange to mend its wicked 
ways. 

A Troubled Era Begins 
Romesh Thapar writes : 

E V E N as Delhi bid farewell to 
Jawaharlal Nehru in a gigantic 

demonstration of affection, the battle 
of the succession had been joined. 
Gulzarilal Nanda, as senior-most mem
ber of the Union Cabinet, had been 

summoned by President Radhakrish-
nan to lead what amounted to a care
taker government and he proceeded to 
project himself as someone who was 
likely to stay as Prime Minister. 
Morarji Desai lost no time in an
nouncing his candidature; he is 
aware that any decision *at the top" 
w i l l go against him, and, therefore, he 
urges a secret election by the party's 
parliamentary group. Lai Bahadur 
Shastri and his influential supporters 
among the organisation men desire a 
quick, unanimous decision, which w i l l 
prevent Nanda from using his present 
position to entrench himself. On the 
surface, it appears that these are the 
only contenders. 

However, the widespread fear 
among these leaders that their squab
bles w i l l throw up some lesser known 
element as the compromise candidate, 
now that there is no one of any mean
ingful stature left, creates certain 
pressures around President Radha-
krishnan who is being urged to in
tervene decisively in selecting the 
man who wilt head the new govern
ment. The President is known to 
favour Lal Bahadur, but he is ter
r ibly inhibited about exercising his 
powers in a situation which might 
release unfortunate, pent-up political 
passions. 

Something of these political pas
sions can be gauged from what l i t t le 
is already known of the tensions 
which exist. Nanda's bitter hostil i ty 
has made of Morarji Desai a deter
mined campaigner. Jagjivan Ram, 
commanding some 60 parliamentary 
votes, is believed to have made his 
compact with Morarji Desai, This 
combination is not prepared to accept 
the theory thai the Chief Ministers 
who are now in Delhi should decide 
between themselves as to who enjoys 
overwhelming support, because it is 
argued that a secret ballot among 
their supposed satraps in Parliament 
would reveal a startling splintered 
condition in the representation of 
each State. Lai Bahadur opposes this 
method on the plea that it puts a 
premium on political corruption, but 
actually he knows that his best 
chance is in forming an alliance of 
Chief Ministers behind him wi th 
Kamaraj as a totem of north-south 
unity. 

Nanda is not so politically weak as 
some try to make him out to be. He 
enjoys the support of a majority of the 
Cabinet, and of a number of Nehru-
ist Chief Ministers who wi l l probably 

join forces wi th Indira Gandhi. Of 
course, the image he projects is not 
inspiring. But, then, who does inspire? 
Nanda obviously needs time to con
solidate his position. And it is preci
sely time which his opponents wish to 
deny h im. 

In this complex balance of power, 
when alignments are highly opportu
nistic and change from day to day, it 
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